The Arab Society for Intellectual Property (ASIP)

The Arab Society for Intellectual Property (ASIP) headed by Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh is a non-profit organization that was established on February 23, 1987 in Munich Germany, by some of the top practitioners in the many fields of intellectual property (IP) in the Arab region. Its mission is to bring together the IP professionals and practitioners in the Arab region and to help build awareness and understanding of intellectual property issues and their dynamics.
AMMAN - The Arab Society for Intellectual Property (ASIP) participated in the 18th Amman International Book Fair, held at the Amman International Motor Show (Airport Road) from September 26 to October 6.

The exhibition, held under the Royal patronage, was jointly organized by the Ministry of Culture, the Union of Jordanian Publishers and the Greater Amman Municipality.

The exhibition enabled the attendees to learn more about cultural developments and attend various events and activities, as well as providing the opportunities for publishers to meet decision makers in the publishing industry and representatives of universities, colleges and public and private schools.

ASIP Holds ACIPP Exam in October

AMMAN - The Arab Society for Intellectual Property (ASIP) held the Arab Certified Intellectual Property Practitioner (ACIPP) exam for a group of participants in Amman - Jordan. The program comprises three modules:

1. Trademarks and Unfair Competition
2. Patents and Trade Secrets
3. Copyrights and Related Rights

ASIP to Hold Its General Assembly’s Annual Meeting in October

AMMAN - The Arab Society for Intellectual Property (ASIP) holds the annual meeting of its General Assembly, chaired by HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, President of the Society, with the attendance and participation of the Board of Directors and members of the Society in October 2018.

The attendees will discuss various topics including achievements and activities carried out in 2017-2018, the budget, and the auditor’s report among others.

At the end of the meeting, recommendations and future plans will be discussed and approved by participants.
TAG- Org Alumni Association Open for Membership

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Organization (TAG-Org) has announced the establishment of the TAG-Org Alumni Association, which aims to tighten and sustain its relationship with previous employees and alumni of training courses held by TAG-Org’s various societies, as well as graduates of its universities and educational institutions.

The Association seeks to establish a strong and sustainable relationship with alumni, to share ideas in many areas and open the door for discussion and constructive suggestions in order to reach a knowledge society.

The Association urges its members to search for practical means to communicate thought and knowledge to all alumni’s associations.

The Association seeks to be at the forefront of Arab and international associations, in terms of the number of members and through its active and positive role in society. In order to achieve this endeavor, the Association, represented by its chairman Mr. Abdulrahman Majdoub and its members, invites alumni to join and benefit from its membership privileges, which include discounts on training courses and professional programs offered by all TAG-Org offices around the world.

Membership allows for the participation in seminars and workshops held by Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Knowledge Society and helps in finding job opportunities for its job seeking members through Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Recruitment, in addition to contributing to activating the work of the Association through the participation of alumni in its committees concerned with cultural, social, economic and other fields of knowledge.

TAG-Org Alumni Association is a non-profit organization that provides its services on a voluntary basis and is located at 46 Abdul Rahim Al Waked Street, Shmeisani, Amman.

The Association was established in May, 2018 to achieve the vision of His Excellency Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh and his belief that anyone who has been a part of TAG-Org, whether by working in TAG-Org or attending its professional and training programs, has the right to maintain direct contact with its staff distributed in more than 100 offices worldwide.